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For a change, the PPP is being outmaneuvered

_____________________________________________

Mt. Roraima

By: Dr. David Hinds

By: Peeping Tom

 Government hopes for a miracle

      One gets the sense that the PPP is

being outmaneuvered by the Coalition.

     Since the passage of the no-confi-

dence motion, there has been a war of

attrition between the two political giants.

      One is intent on going to elections as

quickly as possible while the other is bent

on frustrating such as a move.

      It is obvious to any keen political ob-

server that the government was caught off

guard by the No-Confidence Vote (NCV)

and that exiting office at this point would

derail its plan to use government as an

electioneering tool in the homestretch to

the 2020 election.

     This is a tactic used by most govern-

ments. But, given the fact that the Coali-

tion has been harshly criticized by its own

constituency for not delivering to them, it

is one that is especially crucial to their for-

tunes at the next election.

     On the other hand, it is clear that the

PPP is rearing to go to the polls as early

as possible. That party has obviously fig-

ured that it has the Coalition on the ropes.

     The governing parties are still reeling

from the twin setback of defeat at the Local

Government Election (LGE) and by the

passage of the no-confidence motion in

the National Assembly.

     The inability to inspire its supporters

to turn out for

the last LGE

means that

the Coalition

has to go to

them with a

fresh mes-

sage of ac-

compl i sh -

ment and hope

something that it needs more time to con-

struct. But the PPP is flush with confidence

and its supporters are already in electoral

mode.

     So it is not surprising that nothing that

the Coalition has done or said since De-

cember 21 gives the impression that it is

eager to hit the campaign trail. Apart from

informally saying that President Granger

would be its standard bearer whenever

the elections are held, there is no hint of

traditional electioneering from the Coali-

tion.

     But make no mistake, the government

is campaigning very hard. As the de-facto

government, the strategy seems to be to

use the government as the medium to im-

press the electorate that the Coalition

should be returned to office. We are now

being treated to almost daily announce-

ments of government initiatives which are

targeted to select constituencies. There

seems to be a concerted attempt to an-

swer some of the concerns of government

supporters.

     In this regard, the PPP appears to be

politically helpless. While the PPP has

been reduced to making promises to the

electorate, the Coalition is using govern-

ment to deliver on some of its promises.

But more importantly, the Coalition has

been using two avenues to slow down the

process.

     First, by going to the courts to review

the NCV, the Coalition has in effect

slowed down the transition to elections. I

have reluctantly gone along with the right

to judicial review, largely because I see

nothing that constitutionally denies that

right. I say reluctantly, because although

it is a legal right, the political optics are

not necessarily in the Coalition’s favour.

Twist it or turn it, both the Coalition and

PPP supporters read the move to the

courts as delay tactics, albeit for different

reasons.

     Government supporters see it as bril-

liant politics—using legitimate means to

get back at the PPP’s attempt to derail

the government before its term is up. But,

it is the PPP and its   See page....................2

President David Granger

     The President of Guyana finds him-

self between a rock and a hard place. He

is now being increasingly isolated domes-

tically because of his failure to call gen-

eral and regional elections as required in

light of the passage of a no confidence

motion in his govern-

ment.

     At the same time

he is faced with a di-

vided GECOM which

is unable to agree on

a date for elections.

     It is the President

who has to call elec-

tions. He can call elec-

tions at any time, no

confidence motion of not. He can call

snap elections anytime. GECOM is the

one who has to be ready. If it is not ready

then it has to make itself ready. And that

is something which any President has to

take into consideration.

     As it stands, GECOM has been given

an ultimatum by the President even

though, as he says, he cannot direct the

body. He has indicated to GECOM that

he desires elections in the shortest pos-

sible time. It is for GECOM to deliver on

that ultimatum.

     But as is expected, GECOM will not

deliver because it is divided on whether

there should be house-to-

house registration or whether

the existing list can be sanitized

and used for the elections.

     Yesterday, a grouping of

civil society organizations is-

sued a statement on the situa-

tion which now faces the na-

tion. The point was emphasized

that while house to house reg-

istration may be desirable for

credible elections, it is not essential.

     But do not tell that to the government-

nominated Commissioners. They are hold-

ing firm to the view that there must be

house to house registration after April 30.

     GECOM will most likely vote, when

it does, for house-to house registration. It

will end up doing so because the delicate

balance which existed   See page..............12
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“Everyone has the right to a standard

of living- adequate for the health of

himself and of his family.....”GTCSJAD

(Continued from cover page) supporters’ contention that the court

cases are meant as a move to remain in office that the Coalition

has a hard time denying.

       The case to the PPP constituency is made within the con-

text of the old, anti-democratic praxis of the PNC-a narrative

that has tremendous currency in the   PPP’s constituencies. While

the Coalition could ignore what the traditional PPP voters think,

it should not do the same with regard to the thinking of many

independents, particularly among the middle and professional

classes.

       Many in this section of the electorate are apparently un-

comfortable with the notion of using the courts to remain in of-

fice illegally. And as I have repeatedly argued, this group was

critical to the Coalition’s fortunes in 2015, and would be equally

critical at the next election.

       The Chief Justice has said that she would give her verdicts

by the end of the month. If the verdicts are in the Coalition’s

favour, the PPP would be sure to appeal to the higher courts,

which would then give the Coalition more time in office. But it

would then be able to put the blame on the PPP for the delay. If

the verdicts go against the Coalition, it also has the option of

appeal. But given the political optics I discussed above, it would

be interesting to see if they would pursue that option.

       I think that that would depend on what transpires at the

next theatre of contention—GECOM. The Coalition has found

another lifeline at an institution that is at the heart of Guyana’s

electioneering. The President got Jagdeo to agree to formally

put the ball in GECOM’s court—a decision that I am sure the

latter now regrets. The PPP no longer has the political clout at

that institution. The Coalition’s commissioners have made a com-

pelling case for a new round of house-to-house registration—

an area that the PPP has traditionally championed. I don’t see

how the PPP can prevent that process—the most it can do is

strike a compromise to reduce the length of time it would take.

       In the end, the Coalition would get the extension it politi-

cally needs. I don’t think there would be elections within the

stipulated 90 days.

       I have mixed feelings about Mr. Jagdeo’s intention to in-

clude more African Guyanese in the PPP. On the one hand, one

must welcome any serious move by one of our major parties to

reach across the ethnic divide. There is always a place for such

initiative if they are guided by sincerity and a real concern for

improved race relations. Any party is free to campaign in any

community and to make a pitch for votes. And in that regard the

PPP’s initiative should be welcomed.

       But I am afraid that given Mr. Jagdeo’s track record in this

regard, I am very skeptical. In the past the PPP’s outreach to

African Guyanese has amounted to “ethnic window dressing”,

something that has not contributed to national unity.

     In Mr. Jagdeo’s case, his regime’s policies, which were

grounded in ethnic domination, have left lasting scars on the

African Guyanese collective psyche. It was not just the bias

towards the PPP’s traditional base that was cause for concern,

but it was the way in which the State in conjunction with the so

called “phantom” forces were systematically used to directly

and indirectly crush the soul and the spirit of African Guyanese.

       A few experiences are worth remembering. The use of the

police at Linden during the crisis brought about by the PPP’s

attempt to remove an economic subsidy is still very fresh in our

For a change PPP is being outmaneuvered

Mr. Jagdeo’s African Guyanese Initiative

minds. We remember the government’s response to the Buxton

scenario that did not just punish the politico-criminal gangs, but

criminalized and assaulted an entire community and beyond.

       We remember how the PPP used the State and other insti-

tutions to embed fun and frolic in the African Guyanese com-

munity, rather than introduce serious policies aimed at economic

and cultural empowerment. We remember the PPP ignoring the

wishes of African Guyanese cultural leadership and unilaterally

making decisions on sensitive cultural issues like the 1823 monu-

ment.

       But I wish to remind that community that the PPP has never

apologized to African Guyanese for those infractions and sought

to compensate them. I am on record of calling on the Coalition

to apologize to African Guyanese for not following through on

campaign promises. I hold the PPP to the same standard. Until

that party acknowledges its past misdeeds and puts on the table

real policies aimed at dealing with the ethnic imbalance in the

economy, I would not take its outreach to African Guyanese

seriously.

     There are serious structural problems in the African

Guyanese community that are unique to that community, some

of which are historical and some which were directly and indi-

rectly caused by the policies of the Jagdeo regime. What Afri-

can Guyanese want are initiatives aimed at bringing about eth-

nic equality of opportunity.

       Let Mr. Jagdeo tell us how he intends to deal specifically

with those unique problems that are grounded in the ethnic im-

balance that he exacerbated. He must tell African Guyanese

how he intends to close the gap in key areas of the economy.

       He must say categorically where he and the PPP stand on

Executive Power Sharing with the representatives of African

Guyanese. He must vow that the State would never be used

again to physically and economically assault African Guyanese

youth. He must vow that the State would not be used again to

bribe African Guyanese to become PPP enforcers. He must

vow not to use the State again to turn African Guyanese youth

into chronic party animals.

       Regarding those African Guyanese who may be tempted

to join the PPP ticket at the top, I wish to remind that that ap-

proach has never yielded any rewards for the African Guyanese

community. Those recruits end up representing themselves and

eventually becoming diehard PPP members.

       In ethnic societies like ours, the tactic of one group choos-

ing leaders for the opposite group has never worked. The PPP

would be better advised to seek a lasting political solution with

the representatives of African Guyanese in the form of a Na-

tional Government.
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Ignore the media’s Trump-Russia recriminations:
View the big picture instead

    The Mueller report summary written

by Attorney General Barr was delivered

to Congress over the weekend. It quotes

the report as follows: “[T]he investigation

did not establish that members of the

Trump campaign conspired or coordi-

nated with the Russian government in its

election interference activities.” This has

both the Republican right and the

Russiagate-skeptic left taking victory laps.

“Total EXONERATION,” Trump wrote

on Twitter. “It’s official: Russiagate is this

generation’s WMD,” wrote Rolling

Stone’s Matt Taibbi.

        The discourse around this report has

revolved far too much around who gets

to gloat about making correct predictions,

and whether the media exaggerated this

or that, which risks letting the content of

the report get lost in the noise. Better by

far to focus on the actual facts at hand,

which are not at all favorable for Trump.

       For my part, I must admit I suspected

Mueller would find more direct evidence

of some kind of direct coordination be-

tween Trump and Russia — if for no other

reason than he acted like the guiltiest man

alive. If Barr’s summary is fair, then I was

wrong about that aspect of the story.

     However, it is far too much to say

even this summary exonerates Trump. For

one thing, contrary to many blaring news

headlines, the quoted sentence of the re-

port does not say there was no evidence

of coordination, but that it “did not estab-

lish” it. Absence of evidence is not evi-

dence of absence, as the lawyer saying

goes.

      Also, it does say that Russia con-

ducted a two-front effort to help Trump

win the election, through social media pro-

paganda and hacking the emails of vari-

ous Democratic operations — thus the

indictments of dozens of Russian nation-

als and several Russian companies. And

even if Trump did not meet Mueller’s no-

tions of coordination or collusion —

defined as “agreement—tacit or express”

to participate in the above propaganda or

hacking efforts — the plain fact is

that Trump endorsed the Russian hack-

ing effort on national TV. “Russia, if you’re

listening, I hope you’re able to find the

30,000 emails that are missing. I think you

will be rewarded mightily by our press.

Let’s see if that happens,” he said in July

2016.

     Most important of all is the issue of

obstruction of justice, which is hard to be-

lieve Barr didn’t find evidence of.

     Per the memo, Mueller did not de-

cide one way or another whether Trump

committed this crime, instead laying out

arguments on both sides and allowing

Barr to decide. As Marcy Wheeler points

out, in a letter to then-Deputy Attorney

General Rod Rosenstein trying to inocu-

late Trump against being interrogated by

Mueller’s team, Barr wrote that “if a presi-

dent knowingly destroys or alters evi-

dence, suborns perjury, or induces a wit-

ness to change testimony, or commits any

act deliberately impairing the integrity or

availability of evidence, then he, like any-

one else, commits the crime of obstruc-

tion.” He reaffirmed this perspective in his

confirmation hearings when asked by

Amy Klobuchar.

   Trump’s former lawyer Michael

Cohen testified before Congress that

Trump indirectly pushed him to commit

perjury about the Trump Tower Moscow

project (for which Cohen is going to

prison), and that his testimony was edited

by another Trump lawyer, Jay

Sekulow. CNN and the New York

Times have reported that Trump lawyers

dangled pardons before Cohen, Michael

Flynn, and Paul Manafort, obviously in an

effort to get them to clam up.

      Notably, none of the crimes Cohen,

Flynn, and Manafort were convicted of

were directly related to Russian election

interference-Trump’s alleged acts

would constitute obstruction according to

the stated views of Attorney General Barr.

      Finally, the whole reason there was a

special counsel investigation in the first

place is because Trump fired then-FBI

director James Comey. Trump later told

Lester Holt he did it in part for this rea-

son: “And in fact when I decided to just

do it, I said to myself, I said ‘you know,

this Russia thing with Trump and Russia is

a made-up story [.]’” You could hardly

ask for a clearer case of obstruction than

firing the head of a law enforcement

agency because the president doesn’t like

an investigation into himself.

        Instead of following through with his

previous promises, Barr exonerates Trump

through a ludicrously narrow focus. Be-

cause “the evidence does not establish that

the president was    See page.....................7
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Guyana’s constitutional malaise may
lead to political crisis

Ronald Singh

        I use this opportunity to comment on the ongoing consti-

tutional crisis which seems to have evaded the prefixed vision

of several commentators across the spectrum of print media,

social and discussion forums.

       Generally speaking, a constitutional crisis results from a

political crisis which invariably centres on government officials’

promulgating and promoting activities in contravention of con-

stitutional provisions.

          At this juncture, most of us have our eyes glued to March

20 and beyond, as the commencement of constitutional mal-

aise. This, however, may not materialize once the other consti-

tutional provisions are followed.

         Meanwhile, the ongoing constitutional crisis resulted from

the ministerial plenary meetings or ghost cabinets which are at-

tempts to resurrect the Cabinet.

        While such meetings may be in order, decisions taken can-

not be used in furtherance of national socio-economic/devel-

opment policies and programs.

       To do so would be usurping the powers vested in the Cabi-

net which died on December 21. Therefore, beginning with the

publication of the Official Gazette on March 9, and the subse-

quent appointments of members to several Boards contravene

the constitution, and are consequently, unlawful.

This can and may potentially transform the constitutional crisis

into a sociopolitical crisis.

        In essence, these and other similar acts of the APNU+AFC

would be subjected to revocation by the next government for

two reasons: unlawfulness, and political expediency. Given that

the current government is acting in contravention of the consti-

tution, thus unlawfully, the next government (highly likely to be

PPP/C) must of necessity use the appropriate means to revoke

these appointments.

     Furthermore, no government would want to have their

Boards and Commissions pre-stacked with opposing members,

as such skewed situation could stymie national socioeconomic

development/progress.

       In a nutshell, while corrective actions would be necessary,

doing so would likely receive a negative political spin and lead

to a political and potentially socio-ethnic crisis. Notwithstand-

ing their unlawful appointments, these members would resist

removal and likely accuse the new government of “witch hunt-

ing”.

     On Saturday, March ninth a group of Guyanese who are

currently resident in the North American Diaspora met in New

York for the official launch of a Movement that seeks to inter-

vene and make verbal and written contributions to the political,

economic, and social effervescence in Guyana.

     This Movement is a horizontal and vertical LEAP for the

Organization’s Leader—Tony Jones and his colleagues, because

for decades they have been feeding interest, concerns, advoca-

cies, and material-resources into developmental vacancies that

have been identified within the Guyanese environment.

       Of particular ARREST to me is the attention that this Move-

ment is pledging to pay to racial and political UNITY as well as

PRODUCTIVE-COEXISTENCE among the racial/class

groupings that make up the Guyanese society.

      For too long, Guyana has endured displays of racially-and

politically-engineered polarization; and if the ‘Movement for Ra-

cial Harmony and Democracy’ were to reap a harvest on that

FRONT—‘racial unity/co-existence’ then its Mission/initiatives/

actions would not have been in vain.

      All the best to the co-Founders of this new Collective, which

aims “to improve Governance, and bring an end to the racial-

divide in Guyana.”

Carlyle Harry

        he recently revealed admissions scandal seems to have it

all: Three Stooges levels of ineptitude, crude Photoshops, six-

figure payoffs, corrupt coaches, and a cadre of low-level ce-

lebrities for good measure. But those who see this scandal as

anything other than a moment of levity are missing the forest for

the trees. The U.S. Department of Justice filings confirm what

we already knew — or should have known: Elite-college ad-

mission exists chiefly to replicate class privilege.

        This became depressingly clear to me during my three years

as an assistant dean of admissions at an elite college. I saw how

the system is rife with inequities and loopholes; how unscrupu-

lous wealthy people are willing to pay admissions fixers to ex-

ploit those loopholes; and how grifters adjacent to the process

cash in on whatever influence they wield.

         “Admissions at elite institutions can make a fool and a liar

out of anyone.”

         To harp on this cluster of odious dimwits and greedy fix-

ers obscures the insidious day-to-day practices in which the

entire community of elite prep schools, independent college ad-

visers, and admissions offices are complicit. This scandal offers

a convenient and cartoonish scapegoat for a complex system of

affirmative action for wealthy people. It allows many of us to

express an impotent ire, to rant and finger-point, to revel in a

sense of schadenfreude — the calling cards of social media. It

also lets elite colleges off the hook.

     The U.S. News headline about this incident read “50

Charged in Largest College Admissions Scam Ever.” Techni-

cally, I suppose that’s true. But what about the grand scam of

everyday admissions? “Elite-college admissions is at root a story

of class warfare,” I wrote in these pages. “This is not directly

attributable to any fault or desire on the part of admissions deans,

it’s simply a byproduct of the parameters within which the sys-

tem operates.”

          Meritocratic admission at elite institutions is the real scam.

The idea of a phony soccer player is goofy for its novelty; Divi-

sion III athletes being tipped into admitted classes through a

warped quota system that benefits wealthy white men is a grim

reality. The construction of a fabricated profile with illegitimate

test scores and extracurricular is tragicomic; a prep-school ap-

plicant carefully curated by elite counselors, tutors, essay writ-

ers, and independent admissions advisers is routine. 

       In short, the real corruption of elite-college admissions is

more mundane than this scandal suggests, though far more del-

eterious to America’s meritocratic ideals. To view this scandal,

as the problem is to unintentionally reinforce the actual prob-

lem: In a truly meritocratic society, higher education should cor-

rect inequity; instead, elite higher education exacerbates ineq-

uity.

        The irony is that this scandal can look like an argument for

restoring a meritocratic system that wealthy people are trying to

subvert through extreme measures. That’s simply not the case.

      “Flaws in meritocracy are defined as problems because they

are violations of meritocracy,” states Doron Taussig, an assis-

tant professor of journalism at Ursinus College.

        In other words, this isn’t a system wealthy people have to

subvert; it’s a system set up for them to participate in without

guile or palm greasing.

Jason England

   T
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By: Sir Ronald Sanders

Respect rule of law internationally

MRHAD a new political entity

The United States of America, Canada and the English-

speaking countries of the Caribbean together share the deeply-

held values of democracy and human rights more than the ma-

jority of other countries in the Western hemisphere.

The long history of slavery and indentured bondage in

the English-speaking Caribbean, linked to the courageous act

of Abraham Lincoln to end slavery in the United States and the

immortal recognition in the US Constitution that “all men are

created equal”, bind the peoples of the US and the English-

speaking Caribbean in jealously safeguarding democracy and

human rights.

The kinship, born of that experience, has been unbro-

ken since the US declaration of independence in 1776, even

amid occasional differences of opinion on foreign policy, among

them the difference that now exists between the US govern-

ment and some governments of the Caribbean over how to treat

the situation in Venezuela.

The similarity between the US, Canada and the En-

glish-speaking Caribbean countries, in relation to adherence to

democracy, human rights and the rule of law, is manifest in the

publication on February 28 of the 2019 Report of The World

Justice Project, headquartered in the US Capital, Washington,

in relation to upholding the Rule of Law.

In a survey of 126 countries, Canada, the United States

and several countries of the English-speaking Caribbean ranked

highly. Taken as a region, in the Western Hemisphere, Canada,

the US, Barbados, St Kitts-Nevis, Antigua and Barbuda, St

Vincent and the Grenadines and St Lucia are among the top 10

nations. Uruguay, Costa Rica and Chile were the other three.

The World Justice Project stated that its assessment of

adherence to the Rule of Law was based on eight factors. These

are identified as: constraints on government powers, absence

of corruption, open government, fundamental rights, order/se-

curity, regulatory enforcement, civil justice, and criminal justice.

Given this latest evidence of shared values for democ-

racy, human rights and the rule of law between the US, Canada

and some Caribbean English-speaking countries, what explains

the difference of approach with the situation in Venezuela?

To begin with, the answer is not any hostility toward the

US and Canada by these countries. It is rather deep concern

about maintaining the machinery that upholds international law

and the rules of international order.

To explain. Throughout the 20th Century more than half

the world’s sovereign states were victims of a coup d’etat – the

overthrow of a government. Sometimes, the government’s over-

throw was plotted and executed by elements within the coun-

try; but more often than not, the coup was designed and sup-

ported by vested-interest forces external to the country.

Of course, these coups occurred only in developing

countries which quickly learned the validity of the observation

of Tacitus in relation to the Roman Empire: “Evolgato Imperii

Arcano -The secret of empire was out – an Emperor could be

made elsewhere than in Rome.”

The world has also seen governments removed from

office through the influence or direct action of external forces in

the first two decades of the 21st Century.

Those toppled governments were replaced by “Em-

perors” made elsewhere than by the popular will of the people

they governed. As it happens, in the absence of settled local

consensus, those “selected” governments have either themselves

been toppled or their reign has been characterised by political

turmoil, stagnating their economies and retarding the develop-

ment of their societies.

The external intervention in the affairs of these states

assaults the fundamental principle that states are “sovereign”,

i.e., what happens within a state is the prerogative of the people

of that state and their institutions, including their government.

This principle has been the bedrock of international or-

der ever since the 1648 Treaty of Westphalia, which ingrained

the concept of co-existing sovereign states and established the

norm against interference in another state’s domestic affairs.

These concepts are central to international law and to

the prevailing world order. They have been implanted deeply

into the Charters of the United Nations, and the Organisation of

American States.

The fear of small states, such as those in the English-

speaking Caribbean that differ with the US and Canada on the

way to resolve the situation in Venezuela, is that if these funda-

mental concepts are abandoned, world order will quickly

weaken and territorial takeover or conquest would resume, trig-

gering confrontations and conflicts between powerful nations

as they seek superiority among themselves.

The nations that know this best are the most powerful.

That’s why there has been no outright attempt to overthrow the

current international system that places the sovereignty of states,

however small or large, at the centre of world order.

It is also why powerful governments with a vested in-

terest in other countries have sought to intervene in those coun-

tries by other means, such as humanitarian assistance. If the

intervening governments manage to mobilise popular opinion

amongst their own people, and to garner support from other

governments, they could fulfil their own interests without seem-

ingly disregarding obligations to the principles of international

law and treaties that underpin a peaceful world order.

It is in defence of international law, the international sys-

tem and of themselves that English-speaking Caribbean gov-

ernments have expressed their deep concern that humanitarian

aid to Venezuela should not be politicised and that “United

Nations mechanisms that have been used for years” should be

deployed for “impartial and effective delivery of aid”.

If the rule of law is to mean anything within countries, it

must be seen to mean something internationally. Values honoured

domestically are devalued when they are set aside internation-

ally.

If you believe in a Free and Just
Guyana, join the Movement for
Racial Harmony and Democracy

and fight for progressive economic
and socio-political Reforms.

We need Justice for victims ofWe need Justice for victims ofWe need Justice for victims ofWe need Justice for victims ofWe need Justice for victims of
mass killings in Guyanamass killings in Guyanamass killings in Guyanamass killings in Guyanamass killings in Guyana

Life is like a bouncing ball
with unpredictable

      highs and lows
              Tony Jones
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    FACING THE FACTS      carlyle
 harry

CSJAD fundraising campaign fiscal year 2019: Target US$5,000- Please give generously

Third party tremors (again)...

CSJAD Membership  is open to
Guyanese and their offspring.

129-05 Liberty Ave Richmond Hill NY

Phone: 718-641-2253

Tuesday- Sunday

7AM - 9PM

Resturant - Catering - Roti Shop

Shivram         BakeryShivram         BakeryShivram         BakeryShivram         BakeryShivram         Bakery

Guyan ese have to focus theirGuyan ese have to focus theirGuyan ese have to focus theirGuyan ese have to focus theirGuyan ese have to focus their
min ds on  effectivemin ds on  effectivemin ds on  effectivemin ds on  effectivemin ds on  effective

Govern an ce by the curren tGovern an ce by the curren tGovern an ce by the curren tGovern an ce by the curren tGovern an ce by the curren t
APNU +AFCAPNU +AFCAPNU +AFCAPNU +AFCAPNU +AFC Coaliation . Coaliation . Coaliation . Coaliation . Coaliation .

Time will determin e Success.Time will determin e Success.Time will determin e Success.Time will determin e Success.Time will determin e Success.

The politics of justifying wrongs pose threats
to society and citizens’ well-being

       The announcement by  former Starbucks’ Chairman—

Howard Schultz that he is considering a run for U.S. President

in 2020 as an Independent, has immediately prompted calls to

him to DESIST, because many are contending that any run from

him “would guarantee a Trump return to Office.”

         Mr. Schultz’s entry to the race which has already attracted

a large number of (Democratic-Party) Aspirants, is certain to

complicate the Primary processes.

     Many prominent Democrats (including former Mayor—

Mike Bloomberg, who is himself considering a Presidential run

on the Democratic-Party’s ticket) are calling on the 65-year

old Seattle Billionaire to abandon his thoughts of running (for

President) as an Independent.

       It is also being pointed out that the Presidential-displays of

the present inexperienced businessman politician (Mr. Trump)

would not encourage voters to duplicate that mistake in No-

vember, 2020.

      The common feeling is that Mr. Schultz is going to siphon

off enough votes from the eventual Democratic Party Candi-

date to possibly hand another electoral victory to Mr. Trump in

2020.

         Author/Journalist-David Cay Johnston is emphasizing “Mr.

Schultz’s run will make it possible for Trump to win a second

term, by diverting a few million votes from the Democratic-

Party’s Nominee.”

       Apart from calls on Mr. Schultz to “DESIST” Senators—

Bernie Sanders and Elizabeth Warren are once more pointing

out how “money is dictating political fortunes and opportunities

in the United States of America.”

      They are particularly concerned about how (i) any rich in-

dividual could enter a Presidential or Congressional race with-

out any organizational/party structure, record, exposure or ex-

perience to community-work or associations with helping needy

populations; and/or (ii) is the case with the current President

who is serving in the White-House without any type of (politi-

cal) apprenticeship.

        President Trump did admit during a Press-Conference that

was facilitated on Friday, February 15th, that ‘he was display-

ing changing postures on issues and topics, because he never

did that type of job before; and that he was learning while on

the job.’

       The two Senators have also been citing examples of how

rich persons (who dominate the commanding heights of the

American economy) could continue to gain and accumulate their

wishes, favors and desires by simply making direct or indirect

financial/resource contributions to political-parties; electoral

candidates; elected officials or through the use of Lobbyists.

       Mr. Schultz did not help himself much in responding to

those accusations, because he has been fervently confronting

calls for Millionaires or Billionaires to pay increased taxes.

      In fact, Mr. Schultz feels that instead of being called Mil-

lionaires or Billionaires, such fortunate persons should be re-

ferred to as “persons of means”

      Mr. Schultz has also been (publicly) striving to point out the

Mal-effects that calls for expanded Medicaid/Medicare, or

Universal Health Care would have on the economy.

       Health Care has become a major electoral variable for most

American voters.

        Though Mr. Schultz in his initial media-campaigns has been

attacking Mr. Trump’s Management styles and actions, and how

he planned to confront him on the campaign-trail(s), he has not

yet been able to point out to the detractors how he would not

be diverting attention and votes from the Democratic-Party’s

Presidential-Candidate.

      Concerned supporters and well-

wishers of the Democratic Party can however ‘take heart’ from

recent public indications that two former Republican Gover-

nors—William Weld and John Kasich are considering runs

against the current President.

        I am certain that the qualitative Strategists within the Demo-

cratic-Party are fertilizing tactics in order to massage competi-

tors to mount contests against Mr. Trump, as well as how to

grow splits within the ranks of the Republican Party.

     Whichever way Mr. Schultz decides to go, I am reminded

of the saying, that “there is no wrong time to do the right thing.”

      In summary, (i) .. It is not surprising that Mr. Trump is egg-

ing on a run by Mr. Schultz as an Independent Candidate; nei-

ther is it surprising that opposition-researchers have started to

produce data on some of the (inhumane) business-practices of

Mr. Schultz.

(ii)... Investigative-personnel are calling on Mr. Schultz to iden-

tify his paths to outright victory, as well as how his entrance and

participation into the Presidential race would not strip away

enough votes from the Democratic-Party and enable a Trump

re-election via the Electoral College.

    ************
    THE CONTROVERSY

CONCLUSION

By achieving emancipation the battle has

just begun for the descendants of

Africans to join forces and pool our

resources to pursue independent courses.

Several are keeping pace

with the Presidential race

in terms of the Interested Parties 

entering the pre-election Primaries.
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Guyana Politics: Instabilities-1953-2019
By: Freddie Kissoon

The year 2019 has come at an uncertain time. Guyana

faces an egregious Constitutional monster that is making every

citizen in and out of the land nervous. There are Guyanese in

foreign lands with loved ones living right here, so they too will

not want to see ugly crises engulf the land.

Guyana drifts from one explosive imbroglio to

another. This has been long before Independence. Guyana be-

came independent in 1966. Yet way back in 1953, problems,

troubles, confusion, terrible tensions, instability visited the land,

and since then the runaway train is still in runaway mode.         

In 1953, the Constitution was suspended, it’s elected

government disbanded and several of its leaders including Dr.

and Mrs. Jagan were jailed by the colonial government. Then

came the cataclysmic split between Jagan and Burnham, and

thus the birth of the PNC. From thereon, the zero sum battle

between these giants has exacted a humongous toll on Guyana’s

social health.

I grew up seeing the permanency of instability in Guyana.

The beginning of the sixties witnessed horrible ethnic and politi-

cal violence. This still remains the worst period of mayhem in

Guyana. I would rate it as the worst, because the violence in

Buxton between 2002 and 2006 did not engulf Guyana, the

way the conflicts from 1960 to 1964 did.

The three saddest incidents of political violence in

Guyana’s history outside of the torture and execution of slave

rebellion survivors remain in the following order; the bombing

of the Son Chapman ferry on its way to MacKenzie in which

38 African Guyanese lost their lives; violent attacks on

Indians, also in Mackenzie, in which rapes, murders and dis-

placements took place; the unspeakable Abraham family inci-

dent in which Arthur Abraham, former PS in the Office of Pre-

mier Cheddi Jagan had his home bombed . He lost his life and

six of his children perished in the inferno.

We got Independence in 1966, yet soon after, political

conflicts dominated the landscape. That period, one could say,

culminated in the death of Walter Rodney. In 1979, Guyana

braced for the Rodney Revolution when it was anticipated that

there would be a huge showdown between supporters of Walter

Rodney and the WPA and the State under Forbes Burnham. It

wasn’t to be. The next year, Walter Rodney was murdered.

President Burnham died in 1985 and a scandalously

rigged election followed. More crises arose. Elections were due

in 1990, but weren’t held, precipitating another national mo-

ment of unnerving anxiety. The long rule of the PNC ended in

1992, but Guyana saw an exchange not a change. The cries of

ethnic discrimination that echoed in the sixties African people

when the Indianized PPP ruled and that echoed in the seventies

when the Africanized PNC ruled, returned after 1992.

The period 1997 onwards saw tragic moments of dis-

crimination from the ruling side and unruly and violent political

ethics from the opposition. Those writing on this period will no

doubt devote some attention to the catch phrase of that time –

“mo fyaah, slo fyaah.” Our neighbouring CARICOM

countries came in and settled things in a covenant that has gone

down in the history books as “The Herdmanston

Accord.” Moreover, once more, the people of the Caribbean

wondered who or what was this country named Guyana.

The period 2002-2006 was traumatic, violent and

internecine. The heinousness of this section of the evolution of

Guyana has only one parallel as mentioned above – the vio-

lence from 1960 -1964. Guyana was virtually paralyzed by vio-

lent gunmen operating with impunity from Buxton. Guyana dug

one hole to fill another. To confront and defeat the Buxton con-

A brief history of politicies instabilities in Guyana

spiracy, ruling politicians gave extra-judicial latitude to a notori-

ous drug lord.

Instability is the permanent friend of this country. We

saw a unique situation develop on December 21, when a ma-

jority government lost a no-confidence vote (NCV). We are

currently swimming in the consequences of that process in the

Guyana Parliament. We are in the middle of a crisis that, any

minute now can precipitate more rounds of instabilities. Yester-

day, the nation held its hope high, so high, that as Barry Manilow

sang, in one of his songs, “the stallion could touch the sun.”

An anti-climax occurred yesterday. There was no agree-

ment between the Opposition leader and the President on the

implication arising from the NCV way back on December 21,

2018. What happens to Guyana if the Court of Appeal rules

that the NCV was valid and the Caribbean Court of Justice

upholds that ruling? It would mean that the APNU+AFC

government cannot remain in office. So what happens then?

Simply – another round of the instabilities generation after gen-

eration have grown up with.

____________________

(Continued from page.........3)   involved in an underlying crime

related to Russian election interference,” the case can’t be made,

he argues. As Wheeler writes, “In giving Trump the all-clear on

obstruction charges, Barr appears not to have considered

whether Trump obstructed the actual crime in question.” In other

words, the fix was in (and thus the whole report should be re-

leased immediately, so the American people can see what

Mueller found for themselves).

        And let’s remember who we’re talking about here. Barr is

not Thomas More. He’s a replacement for Jeff Sessions — the

guy Trump pushed out in part because he recused himself from

the Russia investigation. Barr almost certainly got the job due to

the above memo, which despite its initial stipulations concludes

it is more-or-less impossible for the president to obstruct jus-

tice.

      The Trump administration’s approach here — carried out

in concert with Attorney General Barr — is pretty clearly to try

to muddy the waters around the Mueller findings to make it

appear as though Trump is completely free of sin. In reality, just

what is publicly known about the Mueller investigation

is incredibly damning. A foreign government interfered with a

U.S. election, the Republican candidate embraced it, and the

rest of the party leadership connived to prevent bipartisan

action to stop it. Seven Trump or Republican associates, in-

cluding Trump’s campaign manager, national security adviser,

and personal lawyer, have been convicted of various felonies in

the biggest white-collar crime investigation in years, and an-

other is on trial.

       Breathless hype from cable news personalities and various

conspiracy nuts no doubt contributed to the air of liberal disap-

pointment from the denouement of the Mueller saga. But it would

be unwise indeed to let resentment of Louise Mensch and Eric

Garland push others into helping Trump whitewash his crooked

administration.

Minister of Social Cohesion is

interested in ‘on the ground’

approach to National Unity.

JUST MY OPINION

The late president Cheddi Jagan (1918-

1997) was  a tireless worker for the

emancipation of the poor and powerless.
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CSJAD condemns Violent Attacks against innocent civilians

By: Dr. David Hinds

Jagdeo’s threats at Babu Jaan
inflammatory

      Government has condemned as belligerent and “inciting”

what it says are inflammatory statements made by Opposition

Leader, Bharrat Jagdeo, at Babu Jaan, Port Mourant, East

Berbice-Corentyne (Region Six).

      The Opposition Leader was at the time addressing resi-

dents of Region Six who gathered to commemorate the birth

anniversary of late President Dr. Cheddi Jagan.

     However, the People’s Progressive Party (PPP), in Oppo-

sition, has denied that the statements are inflammatory and in-

sisted that the Government is running scared.

      According to the Ministry of the Presidency, Jagdeo is

quoted as saying: “Here in Berbice and right across Guyana

when the ministers or [President David] Granger or [Prime Min-

ister Moses] Nagamootoo come here after the 21st of March,

you say to them, chase them out…”

     “The Government deems as irresponsible, the call by Mr.

Jagdeo for citizens to “chase” President David Granger, Prime

Minister Moses Nagamootoo or any government official. Mr.

Jagdeo’s inciting can result in a breach of the law and must be

condemned as unacceptable, malicious and mischievous.”

       The Government said that Jagdeo has a “history” of wan-

ton utterances and his most recent at Babu Jaan has serious

implications on peace, race relations and national security, par-

ticularly in an election year.

        “The Government notes that any call to violence or a breach

of public order must be deplored.

        All Guyanese can be assured, that law enforcement agen-

cies will take action against anyone who engages in unlawful

behaviour and any attempts to “chase” the President, Prime

Minster or ministers of the government out of any region of

Guyana.”

      Meanwhile, a released letter indicated that Barbara Pil-

grim, a parliamentarian for the A Partnership For National

Unity+Alliance For Change (APNU+AFC) has written Lloyd

Smith, Legal Investigations Officer of the Ethnic Relations Com-

mission (ERC), complaining.

     Pilgrim said that at a meeting held at Babu Jaan, Port

Mourant, Berbice on Sunday, Jagdeo made the following state-

ment: “We are going here in Berbice and right across Guyana.

When the ministers or Granger or Nagamootoo come here af-

ter the 21stMarch, say to them, walk behind them, chase them

out. They’re gonna be illegal”.

       Pilgrim said that she believes that the statement runs counter

to the country’s values of ethnic relations and social cohesion.

     “This statement will only serve to create ethnic tensions and

confusion in Region Six where I reside, and can be interpreted

to mean that government and other persons not connected to

the People’s Progressive Party Civic PPP/C must not be al-

lowed in this region.

    “I am therefore asking the Ethnic Relations Commission

(ERC) to apply its strongest possible sanctions available against

the maker of this statement.”

       The PPP, meanwhile, also issued a statement rejecting the

Ministry of the Presidency’s misleading characterization of com-

ments made by Jagdeo.

       “The PPP General Secretary was clear in his call for peace-

ful protests by party members and supporters after March 21,

2019 – the constitutionally mandated deadline for General and

Regional Elections, following the passage of the no-confidence

motion.

    “The PPP General Secretary was clear in his message – af-

ter March 21, 2019, the APNU+AFC Coalition Government

becomes illegal, illegitimate and unconstitutional.”

       PPP stressed that the statement by the Ministry of the Presi-

dency that Jagdeo’s inciting can result in a breach of the law

and must be condemned as unacceptable, malicious and mis-

chievous, is misplaced.

     Mr. Jagdeo said clearly: ‘We are not accepting a delay in

the election. Let me make it clear, if you go for House-to House

registration until 2020, the People’s Progressive Party will not

go back to the Parliament to extend the life of this government;

and they need us to extend the life of the government or else the

government becomes illegal, unconstitutional…’

     ‘Here in Berbice and right across Guyana, when ministers

or (President David Granger) or (Prime Minister Moses)

Nagamootoo come here after March 21st, you say to them,

walk behind them, chase them out. They are going to be illegal.’

     ‘Say to them, You are illegal! Free up the country! You are

undemocratic!’ PPP said that Guyanese people have a right to

peacefully protest.

    “That Guyana is on the precipice of a constitutional crisis

makes it necessary for Guyanese to be able to send a clear

message to the current Administration, including at times when

APNU+AFC Coalition officials visit communities in Guyana,

wastefully expending taxpayers’ monies.

      “Our people have a right to their views about the ‘group of

interlopers’ sitting in Government offices and refusing to respect

and abide by the Constitution they swore to uphold.”

      The PPP said that Coalition Government is clearly running

scared of the consequences that will follow March 21, 2019.

     “It has also, already, demonstrated fear of the Guyanese

electorate by advancing tactics to delay constitutionally man-

dated General and Regional Elections.”

       The PPP went further. Executive Secretary, Zulfikar

Mustapha, wrote Dr. John Oswald Smith, Chairman of the ERC

calling on the body to investigation the coalition for breach of

the Constitution and what was said to be national disruptions.

     “I write to request an investigation by the Ethnic Relations

Commission (ERC) of the APNU+AFC Coalition Government

for several breaches, which could have grave consequences

for our county, Guyanese people and national harmony.”

        Mustapha said that Article 212 D of Guyana’s  Constitu-

tion states the functions of the ERC include taking steps to

“…monitor and review all legislation and administrative acts or

omissions relating to or having implications for ethnic relations…”

       “In line with the Commission’s mandate, I request that the

Commission investigate the Coalition Government’s breach of

Article 106 of the Constitution of Guyana, which would result

in an illegal government after March 21, 2019 (the deadline for

General for Regional Elections).

      “This coupled with Coalition Government officials’ actions,

which polarize our people via the circulation of racially insightful

material on social media and via other platforms, will lead to an

intensification of uncertainty and ethnic disharmony.”

       Mustapha asked that the matter be treated expeditiously

by the Commission and appropriate sanctions implemented to

avert the perils of the “dangerous” path that the Coalition Gov-

ernment seems bent on leading Guyana down.

‘The electorate in Guyana should
ensure that come 2020 there is

not another narrow election
victory for either of the two

major political parties.’
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     In 2015 when Justin Trudeau swept into power, not only

did he revive the Liberal party but also became an instant global

superstar.  Yes, he was not just simply Canada’s new Prime

Minister, but young, tall and athletic or so gushed the New York

Times. The progeny of a Canadian political giant, he toppled

the Stephen Harper- led Conservatives by following his father’s

playbook.

      He ran as the youthful candidate, full of charisma, vigour,

good looks and loads of new ideas. His was an exciting new

face standing out in the dignified world of Canadian politics.

Appealing to the 20 —somethings crowd, flexing their political

muscles for the first time, he was the prime leader for the social-

media generation, replacing a buttoned–down Harper whose

government had simply run its course.   

        On the policy front Just-In could do no wrong either. From

the get-go he fulfilled certain election promises. Appealing to

the progressive base, which the Liberals had adroitly snatched

from the NDP, he apologized for residential (indigenous) schools,

taxed the rich, cut taxes for the middle class, passed a gender

friendly budget, imposed a carbon tax and legalized medically

assisted dying.

       But such is the volatile nature of being a leader, regardless

of how bright the forecast looks in your first year of power,

“sunny days” will inevitably give way to “stormy days”.

The Canadian populace had to digest reports of cash-for-ac-

cess dinners with Chinese billionaires, the burning revelation of

an all-expense paid family vacation to the Aga Khan’s island

that consequently drew rebuke from the Federal Ethics Com-

missioner for violation of the Conflict of Interest Act. The PR

catastrophe surrounding his visit to India when his outrageous

wardrobe selections, and a dinner invitation to a convicted ex

terrorist. Eyeballs were set rolling and tongues wagging with the

Prime Minister’s snide “people kind” comment, the dodging of

a #Me Too Movement, and consternation at how he ended up

buying a disputatious and absurdly expensive pipeline that no

one was interested in, or wanted, least of all the environmental

and First Nation’s voters that he had so aggressively pursued.  

        He won raves for his treatment of Donald Trump at the

G7 summit in Quebec, won respect and had his rating bumped

up.

       Now the honeymoon is seemingly over and Justin finds

himself embroiled in a warmance of sorts. Allegations that he

put pressure on Jody-Wilson-Raybould, the only Indigenous

politician in the Cabinet the then Justice Minister and Attorney

General to drop a criminal case against a large construction

company. According to Mme. Wilson- Raybould the P.M and

his officials commandeered her to suspend the prosecution of

SNC-Lavalin for bribing Libyan officials prior to 2011, and in-

stead fine the company. While the Prime Minister admits that he

did discuss the matter with Ms. Wilson-Raybould, it was solely

because he wanted to protect 9,000 jobs, and further denies

that neither he nor his officials did anything inappropriate. He

did not override her decision to proceed with a trial.

        One of the reasons why the Prime Minister finds himself in

hot water or at odds with the nation  is that in the 2015 elec-

tions, Justin called himself a feminist and promised to amelio-

rate Canada’s turbulent relations with Indigenous peoples, https:/

/www.theguardian.com/world/2018/feb/18/canada-indigenous-

first-nations-justin-trudeau-pledge-reaction and pledged to con-

duct an open and transparent government.  Such promises ap-

pear vacuous after the Indigenous politician, told the parlia-

mentary justice committee investigating the affair that the P. M

and his officials had tried to intimidate her.   In testimony Ms.

Wilson-Raybould said that the most senior bureaucrat in Ot-

tawa issued “veiled threats” of what would happen if she did

not change her mind, and further opines that she was demoted

in January to the more junior post of Minister of Veterans’ Af-

fairs primarily as a punishment for resisting. She resigned from

cabinet but still sits as a Liberal MP.

      Trudeau faced severe criticism after officials from within

his party began anonymously telling media that Wilson-Raybould

was difficult to work with and only in politics for herself, which

quickly prompted accusations of sexism and racism. This level

of criticism along with her resignation have all served to indubi-

tably erode the critical goodwill with Indigenous leaders that

the P. M and his team have worked so hard to build, addition-

ally casting doubt over his feminist bona fides.

       The resignation of the former Indigenous politician was

followed by Trudeau’s former Chief Secretary Gerald Butts,

and former President of the Treasury Board Jane Philpott.

https://www.vice.com/en_ca/article/qvynxp/what-the-resig-

nations-of-jody-wilson-raybould-and-jane-philpott-from-

justin-trudeaus-cabinet. In her resignation letter the Treasury

Board President claimed that she has lost confidence in the

ability of Justin Trudeau to handle the SNC-Lavalin affair, and

as a consequence her ethics demand that she takes a stand. In

her letter to Trudeau, she said it was “untenable” for her to

remain in cabinet given “evidence” that officials attempted to

pressure the former attorney general. “There can be a cost to

acting on one’s principles, but there is a bigger cost to aban-

doning them,” she wrote. https://www.theglobeandmail.com/

politics/article-read-jane-philpotts-resignation-letter-to-justin-

trudeau/.  Following Philpott’s departure, Finance Minister Bill

Morneau insinuated her close friendship with Wilson-Raybould

was the real reason she left.  However, rhetoric surrounding

the passage by the two female former cabinet ministers has

been replete with sexism.

     Now another “ism” has been brought into the fray.  Two

western prime ministers have called out the Prime Minister, claim-

ing that the current SNC- Lavalin affair is diverting his attention

at a time when he should be focused on jobs in their regions. 

       Premier Scott Moe of Saskatchewan took umbrage at the

Prime Minister’s remarks about the 9,000 jobs tied to the

Quebec company, and further criticized the P. M for implicat-

ing David Mc Naughton Canada’s ambassador  to the U. S in

the SNC-Lavalin issue when he should be concentrating on

eliminating U.S tariffs on Canadian steel and aluminum. “I re-

mind the prime minister again, he’s not the prime minister of

Quebec,” Moe said. https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/

saskatchewan/snc-lavalin-saskatchewan-scott-moe-justin-

trudeau-1.5047702

    Rachel Notley, premier of Alberta intoned that Alberta’s

struggle to get its oil to market has a much greater impact on

jobs than SNC-Lavalin.  Notley said earlier this week that

Trudeau needs to get back to work defending jobs and farm-

ers, especially since China has started blocking import ship-

ments of Canadian canola. https://globalnews.ca/news/

5025945/china-insect-infestation-canola-shipment-

winnipeg/

      In a news conference Prime Minister Justin Trudeau blamed

poor communications and an “erosion of trust” between his

former top adviser and Jody Wilson-Raybould for the SNC-

Lavalin controversy that has rocked his government. Sadly, such

an excuse failed to find favour with Opposition Leader An-

drew Scheer, who called the conference a phony act of fake

sincerity and renewed his call for an RCMP   See pagee............11

Just-In’s answers only raises more questions.
Punishment condign or asked to resign?
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The court has spoken
Presidency and the constitution

       The Court has spoken. And how it has…And however

interpreted by all parties, there is neither cause for rejoicing,

nor self-congratulating, nor excoriating and disdaining. The pro-

cess is sure to alive in what has been – and promises to be- a

bitter struggle all the way to the final bell. And then beyond, too.

         No favour offered, no quarter given.

        As a practical matter, the ruling of the Court of Appeal

can be articulated in numerous ways, but which all say the same

thing and return to the same place: status quo ante. Square one.

         It is an uninspiring place: a place and time both upheaving

and undermining to the wellbeing of citizens in this pathetically

fragmented society.

        At an hour when this nation should be thrilled with its dis-

coveries of nature’s bounties, and God’s gifts, there is only re-

ciprocal rancor, mutual madness, and divisive and diversionary

disagreements. Diversionary because when the nation’s eyes

ought to be firmly fixed on its unfolding burgeoning promise, it is

crippled by an oozing, weakening sickening.

      Neither leaders nor people can concentrate on what the

developments of the times demand be prioritized: ownership.

Stewardship. Authentic statesmanship and responsible citizen-

ship. Like Midas of fable, there is only the greed and discontent

of wanting more, of wanting it all.

     Unlike Midas and his bitter learning travails, this is no

storybook message, but the hard lesson of life, real life.

       Regrettably, the now is upward to the CCJ. And no less

regrettably, upward to the CCJ means a spiral of the down-

ward for a poor country that persists in pauperizing its pros-

pects, through the dissipation of its energy, its intellect, and any

capacity that it may have possessed for good sense and the

reasonings and visons that come with those.

        In view of all of this, and the current boiling, agitated state

in which this beleaguered state finds itself yet again, it is no longer

surprising that that pejorative which combines mud and skull

applies so accurately and so stubbornly.

      There is no space, no traction for what is thoughtful and

progressive. What is left in the aftermath of a verdict that will

wend its way into the annals of the storied (based on people’s

views) is dismay and disgust, on one side: how could that be?

        And on the other side of this harsh, tense, bottomless di-

vide: why should it not be? What is left is the continuing flight of

substantive activity in the arena of enterprise, through a sitting

on the hands, waiting for still another decision, and then the

inevitable re-partnering with onetime colonial history. This time

it is a voluntary exercise, which is already in motion; and, at the

crux, a willing bowing before the sagacity and supposedly su-

perior judgment of lesser gods.

        Twist or turn, like or leave, this is where Guyana is pres-

ently. This is where a nation and its citizens stand with disfigured

psyche, rancid, swampy visions, and with all the many cerebral

and cardiac clots that leave it crippled, depleted and utterly

wasted.

        So the plaintive cry remains in a threnody of the stricken:

help wanted. That would be the CCJ in this trail of tears. Hear

the continuum of that cry: help needed. At that time, it would

translate to the saving grace of a patient, benevolent interna-

tional community.

        Help wanted and is desperately needed to enable this sad

country, its woebegone leaders, its warring groups, and its

trapped citizens to find a way to somewhere. The hands and

minds of strangers are called upon again, to put on the tempo-

rary unified political pathway that continues to elude.

        The president has to be a man for all seasons; ladies to be

allowed later. But not yet; matters too dirty. In Guyana, he has

to be Superman, Batman, and Spiderman in one. Unfortunately,

Guyana has ended up with Sergeant Bilko, Bernie Madoff, and

pretensions to Martin Luther King.

        Sure, the range of presidential responsibilities and stresses

encompass national defense, natural resources, and national holi-

days, to identify a handful of the weightier callings. It should be

bigger than any one man.

       For any country to have its president involved in parking

meter fiascoes tells a strange story; a not so comforting one.

When the big people in big governments have to intervene with

big money in garbage salvaging, it goes without saying that a

hundred million plus expenditure has to obtain the nod of the

president.

       There is no wink; but a blink as to the bureaucratic trau-

mas inflicted by those who are unable to carry their weight, and

who must be perpetually given a hand, a foot, and more than a

few brain cells. In view of the chronic weaknesses demonstrated

over a long period of time, which foot should have been raised

to give a good lick; while those cells ought to be of a different

kind: the ones that come with iron bars.

        But such is the life of a president in this society that larger

matters of the economy, security, and public service integrity

are inundated and swallowed up with the minutiae of many fishes

that have to be fried. At different times and in different reigns,

the result is the product of an open-door policy, delegation by

escalation, and the micromanagement of many fingers in every

sweet pie.

         A surrounding Praetorian Guard of willing centurions and

able facilitators- men of identical ethical disavowal- ensure that

things fall nicely into place.

       Unsurprisingly, one president after another has come to

view their vast, uncontrollable (but not unwelcomed) expansion

of powers as possessing a silver lining. The aggregation of power

at the top leads to the willing embrace, and practice, of a strain

of leadership that resembles, at best, a benign tyranny.

         Except that on many occasions, matters have not been

so benign. The checks and balances are slickly maneuvered

around, and when slickness fails, then it is time to bring out the

much-used sledgehammer. Guyanese have a healthy regard for

the sweep and reach of sledgehammers.

        There is a sickly constitution that  is trumpeted hauntingly;

but observed keenly, and it is more for the sound effects, than

any hope of permanent traction through trailblazing precedent.

        The foreigners are recruited, and even then, there is dis-

missal.

        The CCJ is the poster child. The local courts suffer from

the same indignity: great acceptance speeches accompanied by

greater rejection breaches. The presidencies have moved se-

renely onward, undeterred and untroubled. In these instances,

democracy can be defined as the last translation of the most

skillful interpreter. It is both boon and bane.

        If the constitution and courts lack brake pads and fluid,

then there is no fire before which to hold errant presidential

feet. That is why this nation has been repeatedly kicked around.

        A somewhat reinvigorated media tries mightily to bring

some watchful sanity to the office of the presidency. It wins

some, loses many.

        Presidents have perfected the practice of the patronizing:

keep patting a vigilant dog on the head, and after a while it is all

bark and no bite. Throw the occasional bone, and there is growl-

ing as opposed to prowling. No digging. No clawing. No men-

acing. 
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Mr. Irfaan Ali

       It has been some time since the much-anticipated announce-

ment of the PPP/C’s Presidential Candidate  was made public,

and in what turned out to be a two-man contest, Mr. Irfaan Ali

defeated Mr. Anil Nandlall  by 24 to 11 votes in the 35-mem-

ber Central Committee. The election results demonstrated that

it was a “no contest”- confirming what political pundits predicted,

that Jagdeo’s handpicked candidate would be selected, in spite

of the party’s adoption of secret balloting.

        As was expected when the decision was made public there

were intense and continuing discussions in the society, both in

and out of the PPP’s constituency, on the party’s choice for

Presidential Candidate, and how this decision will impact its

chances of winning or losing the upcoming general and regional

elections. These debates are taking place in every area of the

country, and in the diaspora. Citizens’ views on the matter have

been reflected in newspaper articles, letters to the Editor, TV

programmes and social media.     

       Putting aside the obvious par-

tisan views on Mr. Ali’s candidacy

is difficult to do in Guyanese po-

litical reality. However, given the

importance of this decision for the

future of the nation, it is impera-

tive that we objectively examine it.

      Since this letter is being writ-

ten mainly for the man/woman in

the street I will use a simple

method to point out the strengths

and weaknesses of the candidate. Readers should not infer

any importance from the order of the points since that is not my

intention.

    The following are what I believe are the strengths of Mr.

Ali’s candidacy:

(1) He is a younger generation politician and will have some

appeal to young PPP voters.

(2) Since he was in government as a minister for many years

and is a member of Jagdeo’s inner circle (as distinct from the

party) he will have easy access to the resources of the “cabal” –

human, financial and material. These resources in the past have

played a strategic role in the PPP’s election efforts both when it

was in the government and when it was in opposition.

(3) He is a Muslim and will have some traction in that commu-

nity.

(4) He is known to be a “people person” – approachable – a

characteristic that holds good for a politician.

(5) It is said that he is “academically endowed”.

(6) Being a resident of Region No.3 he can be expected to

retain his party’s support in that area.

(7) He had acquired tremendous wealth as a member of the

government. In his defence, he claimed it was inherited. How-

ever it was acquired, it will be additional resources available for

his campaign.

      The following are what I believe are the weaknesses of Mr.

Ali’s candidacy:

(1) Since he is Jagdeo’s hand-picked choice he will be tainted

with all the negatives of his sponsor.

(2)  He is seen as Jagdeo’s puppet and will have great difficul-

ties neutralising that perception, which is necessary if he is to be

viewed as an independent actor, even in a limited way.

(3) His candidacy will sharpen the contradictions in the PPP’s

Indian base between Hindu and Muslim supporters. This is the

first occasion that a Muslim will be the party’s presidential can-

didate.

(4) His candidacy makes it easier for disaffected PPP voters to

support the newly formed party (ANUG) led by Ralph

Ramkarran and Henry Jeffrey or to return to the coalition.

(5) Accusations of corruption even in the absence of convic-

tions are not good for any politician seeking high public office.

This was borne out by Canada’s objection to him visiting that

country on the grounds that he is facing criminal charges.  The

19 charges instituted by the Special Organised Crime Unit

(SOCU) are now matters before the courts.

(6) The recent controversy over his academic qualifications

which he is still to put to rest is unhelpful in his quest for the

Presidency.

(7) Since he is seen as a Jadgeo puppet he is unlikely to attract

votes outside the PPP’s historic constituency.

(8) He brings nothing new to the leadership of the government

and nation.

        While the above is not an exhaustive list it is in my opinion

sufficient to allow readers to better evaluate the candidate and

his chances at the elections.

    In spite of the political and personal differences in the

PPP, they collectively want to win the elections. Therefore, the

obvious question is: Why not choose the best candidate the

party has? In electoral politics mere wanting to win is not enough

– votes are what matter.  In this scenario, the big question to be

answered is: Can Jagdeo and the PPP with Ali as Presidential

Candidate get the necessary votes to win?

      My judgement is NO. But my view on the matter will be

dismissed as partisan, so we have to wait for the outcome of

the elections.

By Tacuma Ogunseye

(Continued from page.....9) investigation and the P.M’s resigna-

tion.  “Justin Trudeau would like Canadians to believe that all

of this took place simply because different people had different

experiences of events, but there’s something that Justin Trudeau

simply does not understand,” he said. “The truth cannot be ex-

perienced differently. There is such a thing as right and wrong

and real leaders know the difference.”

https://www.cbc.ca/news/politics/trudeau-snc-lavalin-

1.5046438

     Could this scandal bring the government down or would

the PM’s behavior be dismissed as being that of a clown. Is

Jody Wilson -Raybould telling the truth, the underlying reason

behind her portfolio boot?  Do Canadians really care that the

Prime Minister tried to politically interfere?

    While the scandal will likely not damage him in Quebec,

where his support of SNC-Lavalin is viewed positively, it could

prove damaging in the rest of the country. And with the nation

going to election next fall, victory for the Liberals may be a

close call.

Has Canada’s Liberal Govt. run its course?

PPP names PC candidate

________________________
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(Continued from cover page) under the old system of appointing

the Commission was uprooted when President Granger made

a unilateral appointment of a Chairman of GECOM.

    Constitutional rule has been threatened since the APNU+AFC

came into office. It is unbecoming for any person within the

government to be taking the position that they will act in accor-

dance with their interpretation of the Constitution, notwithstand-

ing an interpretation, which has been made by the Court.

      A confidence motion is provided for by the Constitution

and is well established as a constitutional convention within the

Commonwealth. It was theref0re unpardonable for the gov-

ernment to have been challenged on the constitutional validity

of the no confidence motion on specious grounds.

        It was equally appalling to read that one Government of-

ficial has said that the constitution was wrong, in that the fram-

ers made a mistake when they sought to place the burden of

calling elections on the President.

     The APNU+AFC is sending the wrong signals about its will-

ingness to adhere to the Constitution. While all of this happen-

ing, the government’s clock is ticking on the deadline for the

government to remain in office outside of an extension granted

by the National Assembly.

      The government hardly seems bothered. Its spit press con-

tinues to misrepresent past events in a desperate attempt to

convince its supporters that there are justifiable grounds to sup-

port its actions or inactions.

      In the meantime, the Opposition has resigned itself for the

long haul. It has told its supporters to be patient. Unlike other

countries where the unwillingness of a government to comply

with the Constitution would have led to mass protests, the Op-

position is promising only picketing exercises against govern-

ment Ministers.

      The opposition lacks muscle. More importantly it lacks the

leadership which builds broad-based alliances on issues of na-

tional importance. It is unable to forge a coalition in defense of

democracy and constitutional rule.

      And so the government will do as it pleases. The govern-

ment is hoping for a miracle. It has had almost three months to

try to undo its growing lack of popular appeal following the

mauling it took in the local government elections.

     Its prevarication and legal shenanigans in calling elections

has been matched by its inability to swing public opinion in its

favour. Instead of public sympathy, it now stands isolated be-

fore the country and the world.

     The writing is on the wall for the APNU+AFC. It matters

not when it decides to hold elections; it cannot and will not

retain office, through fair and free means.

Government hopes for a miracle

By: TNR Staff

Mayor Kwasi Fraser

        The Official Launch of the Movement for Racial Harmony

and Democracy was held on Saturday, March 9
th

 at the New

Life Center of Truth in Brooklyn, NY. A wide cross section of

the Guyanese community attended and actively participated in

the proceedings. MRHAD is a non-partsian political entity.

       The keynote address was given by Guyanese-born Kwasi

Fraser, Mayor of Purcellville, Virginia. In his presentation the

young dynamic leader covered several contemporaneous is-

sues pertinent to Guyana.

       Mayor Fraser challenged his audience to get involved in

the political progress and become change agents for socio-po-

litical and economic progress in Guyana.

         “I am tempted to discuss the potential prosperity that could

be obtained from 3.2 billion Barrels of Oil Equivalent (BOE)

reserves or 200,000 BOE per day for 43 years,” he said.

       Instead the Mayor explained in a candid way some crucial

areas of government, which need immediate reform. He em-

phasized that a fraction of our natural resources that Exxon is

extracting could eradicate

blackouts across the country

for many years.

       Yes, the government has

to lay the foundation of pre-

paredness for a future of sus-

tainable economic and social

prosperity, he stated.

     Mayor Fraser cited three

essential areas/topics to pre-

pare Guyanese as stakehold-

ers to advance an agenda of
   strategic planning and execu-

tion for the elevation of a state for sustained economic expan-
sion as well as social prosperity. In other words citizens must
experience a better quality of life and a higher standard of living.
·    Laying a firm foundation;

·    Building the ladder by which you will rise;

·    Servant leadership or continuous service to all.

        The Mayor went on to explain that to lay a firm founda-

tion, Guyanese must first define reality.  We should take inven-

tory of what we have by identifying the strengths, weaknesses,

opportunities, and threats that surround us.  Doing this will de-

fine our current state and our reality.  From there, we can dream

dreams and envision all we are and can thrive to be.

       At that moment when we encounter our reality, we are

faced with three choices:

•   Sit back and wait for someone else to drive action

•   Analyze/over analyze- Be held captive by decideo-phobia

•   Embrace the reality to drive action and implementation

        Embracing reality forces leaders among us to establish a

vision for our country’s future without being crippled by nega-

tive thoughts about the cost to achieve that vision.  This is be-

cause we are reminded that the vision precedes the provision,

he emphasized.

        Mayor Fraser pointed out that our lawmakers must de-

velop a Comprehensive Plan.  This document should take into

account the dreams and aspiration of citizens as a whole.

       The second topic - building the ladder by which we rise

from the lowly earth to the vaulted skies.  With a vision, the

comprehensive plan, data of the collective views and full en-

gagement of citizens/business communities, the country will be

equipped to implement a plan with appropriate strategic and

tactical approaches.

         Implementing this plan will identify specific land uses: In-

stallation of the necessary infrastructure and critical assets in-

cluding trash disposal, water and sewer treatment facilities, fi-

ber optic and wireless broadband communication networks,

online mapping of each property via global information system

(GIS), developing centers of learning, attracting businesses to

meet the needs of communities to increase economic prosper-

ity, and partnership with a global company such as Exxon that

stands to earn billions of dollars from our nation’s resources, all

funds generated should definitely go to specific goals/vision.

        Third, but not least, is continuous service to all citizens.

To lead is to serve.  Don’t chase after quick wealth but rather

pursue the continuous flow of wealth through you and unto oth-

ers.  Approach each opportunity as a way to give back to com-

munities now as well as future generations.  See page...............13

Publisher’s note- PPP will seek to have CCJ reject the 34 absolute
majority ruling by a divided Guyana Appeal Court (2:1 split deci-
sion) to validly pass the no-confidence motion
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Extraordinary people
survive under the most
terrible circumstance

and they become more
extraordinary due to it.

       NOTHING

It is important to
emphasize that Suicide
cannot be considered in

isolation. Instead,
the solution requires a

collaborative and
broader approach...

THE ABSENCE OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT ELECTIONS MAKES CLAIMS OF DEMOCRACY IN GUYANA A BIG GIMMICK

NOTHING LESS WILL SUFFICE UNTIL THERE IS A REVOLUTION OF VALUES
 AND A MORE RADICAL RELOCATING OF POWER TO THE DISPOSSESSED

A Crisis of
Child Abuse in

Guyana

UPCOMING EVENTSUPCOMING EVENTSUPCOMING EVENTSUPCOMING EVENTSUPCOMING EVENTS

CSJAD: Catalyst For Authentic Political Discourse

SUNDAY, APRIL 7th., 2019

Guyana United Youth Development Association (GUYDA) Inc.:

3rd Annual Variety Spring Concert. At: Cristo Rey Brooklyn High

School- 710 E 37th Street, Bklyn.(btwn Foster & Avenue D).

Donation: Adults $20, Kids -12yrs $10 For info. Call Leslie at

516-662-6109, Beryl: 917-754-8313 or Joan: 718-287-1530;

SUNDAY, APRIL 28th

The Health & Education Relief Organization for Cancer, Inc.

(H.E.R.O.C): 6th Annual Tea Party. At: St. Gabriel’s Golden

Banquet Hall- 331 Hawthorne St., Bklyn, NY (betwn. Nostrand

Ave. & New York Ave.). From: 4 pm to 8 pm. Kids -12yrs $10 ,

Adults: $20. Call: Barbara -718-288-2060 or Maria: 917-385-6409;.

SUNDAY, APRIL 28th

The Senior Guyanese Friendship Association: Annual Family

Brunch. At: Rembrandt Banquet Hall- 930 Progress Ave. (East

of Markham Rd/ S Hwy 401). Adm. Adults $30, Kids -12 yrs.

$15. Call: Carmen at 905-837-1922 or Barbara: 905-597-6136.

SATURDAY, MAY 4th

The Bishops’ High School Alumni Assoc. May Hatters’ Tea Party.

At: Tropicana Community Services- 1385 Huntingwood Drive,

Toronto. From: 3 pm to 6 pm. Adm: Adult $20, Kids -12 yrs $10.

Call Marva: 647-200-6579 or Rochelle: 416-284-2518;

SUNDAY, MAY 12th

GEMS International Cultural Association Inc: 6th Annual Mother’s

Day Brunch- A Kaleidoscope of Cultures United as One.At: Sts.

Peter & Paul Banquet Hall- 231 Milner Ave. Scarborough, ON.

Adm. Adults: $50 and Kids -12 yrs $30. Call Charlene: 647-895-

0795, Dj Dale: 416-566-6709 or Nadine: 416-994-1102.

NA Guyanese Diaspora
has a new political entity

Above: L to R: Chris, David, Penny, Alami and Tony

Leaders of MRHAD need NA Guyanese support

      As Guyanese prepare for national elections perhaps later

this year or later we must take heed and elect politicians who

can create an environment for citizens to amass wealth rather

than our leaders

guide us down

the road to so-

cial decline, po-

litical obscurity

and economic

paralysis.We
need bold and
vionary leaders

        that can inspire
citizens to build and be more creative in all sectors of society.

   The Move-
ment for Racial
Harmony and
D e m o c r a c y
plans to meet
more USA law-
makers in the
coming months.

(Continued from page........12)


